
 Bespoke  Art 
cus tom made for a discerni ng clien tele
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Crea tive Process

1) Initial Consultation: -

2) Follow-up Ballpark Estimate: 

3) Design and Sample Development Phase: 

4) Proposal Phase: 

-

5) Art Production/ Finish Application Phase: 

6) Installation Phase: 
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Inspira ti on Ca talog

Glossary
Besp oke  adj.

-Mural  n. An architectural term for a painting applied di-Chi noiserie n. A french 

term for a fanciful 17th century european style of decoration that imitates chinese Fresc o  An ancient technique of painting on walls with raw Grisa ille n  A deco-

Gildi ng  v

Tr ompe loeil n  A still life 

murale
grisiaille

fresco
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and gold leaf gilding adds opulence to furniture, mill-

: 

Gilding
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 Chi noiserie 

Chinoiserie is a decorative art 

fanciful animals, pagodas, and 

painted surfaces were often 

Château de Chantilly, were painted with Chinoiserie com-
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Grisaille 

technique that refers to paint-
ing entirely in monchrome, 
usually in shades of grey or 

any design or motif to create 
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Plas ter and Cracked Li nen 

cracked desert plaster  

  polished plaster  artworkcasien on cracked linen

impressed fresco concrete on canvas 

 rusticated plaster 

All of the examples on this page 
are created with concrete or  

that can iincorporated into a 
unique custom designed work 

All of the sample variations 
shown are created on canvas 
panels in the studio and then 

its own unique properites and  
many intriguing textures can 

Impressing 
Carving 

Gilding 

Illustrative artwork
Digital transfers etc

used in the Artists Collection 

www.veronicafoster.com
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Dyed Paper
to create a varigated pa-

impressive surface for the 
application of an illustrative 

 

consists of a pattern of torn
irregular shapes of paper 
adhered to a panel or wall A hand painted IIlustrated 

map over  a hand-dyed, 
torn paper

reverse grisaille painting on 

A sheer white tint accented 
with gray shadows is paint-

India tea paper, creating 
the illusion of a raised design 

-
gular panels of paper are 
over lapped at the edges 
to create a quitled effect  
over the entire wall sur-

gilded India tea paper 
a 

sheer tint of white stencilling 

Dyed paper is custom tint-

are some examples of the 

India teapaper

Dyed torn paper
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Murals on Canvas

From pastoral vistas to large 
-

terns and motifs, murals can 
create the illusion of open 
space, enhance a decora-
tive theme and tie elements 

the studio on canvas panels 

anywhere, for installation on 

painting in the studio is that 

while the site is under con-
struction, saving time and 
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decorative techniques are 
used on walls and mould-

used to create richness, 
depth and texture through 

compositions, the act of 
layering these effects on 
various surfaces such as 
stretched canvas, glass, 
concrete or wood  panels 
transforms a decorative 
technique into a work of 

                                  Pearls                                                          

                                                      

Decora tive Glazes 
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Abou t  the  Ar tis t

 

Veronica Foster 
Veronica skillfully designs the artwork 
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 We will recommend you without hesitation to all our friends and we will 
do so knowing that your range and skills are so diverse we will never see our 
home repeated. Every job you do will, I know, be different, because you 
listen to you clients, you don’t just paint the same thing every time.

Yours with more thanks than I can say,

Mark Galvin

Veronica Foster worked in graphic design and 

her focus shifted toward design and illustrative paint 

art, illustrative and decorative murals, gilded and 



    Tes timonials             

Dear  Veronica,

   Thank  you  so  much  for  your  stunning  work,  indeed  because  of  you  our  home  has  the  touches  that  
we  so  much  wanted  but  were  sure  we  would  have  to  live  without.
     Having  been  in  Vancouver  for  about  twenty  years  my  wife  and  I  were  quite  certain  that  anyone  
who  had  the  talent  to  execute  the  concepts  we  had  in  mind  would  also  have  the  determination  to  do  it  

listened  when  we  discussed  any  particular  project  and,  if  we  were  not  clear,  you  asked  good  questions  

painting  made  you  a  joy  to  work  with.  Our  requests  were  not  simple,  in  fact  just  writing  down  some  of  

produce  a  faded  fresco  look  on  another  and  paint  an  ancient  celestial  map  (upside  down  on  a  ceiling!),    
but  you  produced  them  all,  each  with  their  own  style  and  look.  I  still  don’t  know  how  you  matched  a  

the  result  is  so  perfect  that  the  mantle  is,  unbelievably,  whole  again.    
   Renovating  a  home  isn’t  fun,  by  and  large,  but  working  with  you  really  was.  I  suppose  what  

come  and  you  worked  hard  to  mesh  with  the  general  plan  to  avoid  a  tumble  of  people  laboring  away  

her  word  (think  kitchen  cabinets!)  the  whole  job  would  have  been  done  months  earlier,  actually  your  
reliability  showed  how  unreliable  less  talented  folk  were.

your  range  and  skills  are  so  diverse  we  will  never  see  our  home  repeated.  Every  job  you  do  will,  I  know,  
be  different,  because  you  listen  to  you  clients,  you  don’t  just  paint  the  same  thing  every  time.

  


